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Hieronymus Bosch Lopera Completa
Réunit les données disponibles sur la peinture de Jérôme Bosch (1450-1516) et notamment sur le tableau du Jugement dernier peint vers 1505 à la demande de Philippe le Beau. Etablit ensuite une chronologie de son style.
An exhaustive exploration of one of art history's most mysterious masters, Hieronymus Bosch. This monograph, based on the XXL edition which saw TASCHEN commission new photography of recently restored works, unravels his oeuvre through accessible texts, a special chapter on The Garden of Earthly Delights, a fold-out of The Last Judgment, and...
Jheronimus Bosch (um 1450-1516) gilt weithin als einzelgängerischer Phantast und malender Verkünder geheimer Lehren, jedenfalls als stilistischer und ikonografischer 'Sonderfall' der Kunstgeschichte. Dieses Buch zeichnet ein anderes Bild des großen Künstlers. Als Maler war er ein präziser Beobachter und Schilderer der ihn umgebenden Welt. Vieles, was fremd oder gar dämonisch anmutet wie etwa ein feuerspuckender Schwan - war Teil seiner Lebenswirklichkeit. Als Bürger gehörte er finanziell und gesellschaftlich zur Oberschicht seiner Stadt 's-Hertogenbosch, und als Mensch war er keineswegs so genügsam, wie seine steten Mahnungen vor Unmäßigkeit erwarten lassen.Am Beispiel des Themas 'Essen und Trinken' in Gemälden und Zeichnungen Boschs sowie in den Urkunden, die es zu
seinem Leben gibt, wird hier eine neue, auf Fakten statt Spekulationen gegründete Sicht auf Biografie und Werk vorgestellt.
Jheronimus Bosch
L'opera completa di Bosch. The complete paintings of Bosch. Introduction by Gregory Martin. Notes and catalogue by Mia Cinotti
Northern European Paintings in the Philadelphia Museum of Art
Exploring the Garden of Delights
General Catalogue of Printed Books
An Investigation of His Underdrawings
FF Communications
The Garden of Earthly Delights
Studies in the Literature, Art and Patronage of Medieval England
Von Bosch zu Bruegel
From the Sixteenth Through the Nineteenth Century
Examines the life and art of Hieronymus Bosch, a Netherlandish painter from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and includes reproductions of representative works.
With Giovanni Bellini, renowned art historian Oskar Batschmann charts the fraught trajectory of Bellini's career, highlighting the crucial works that established his far-reaching influence in the Renaissance.
Elizabeth Salter's principal works and essays are collected here in one volume.
Katalog Der Gemäldegalerie
Hieronymus Bosch. the Complete Works
Giovanni Bellini
L' Opera Completa Di Bosch
Hieronymus Bosch and the Canticle of Isaiah
"Am Römerholz' Winterthur : Complete Catalogue
la question de la chronologie
Oskar Reinhart Collection
Catalog
Hieronymus Bosch and Lucas Cranach

Featuring more than twenty illustrations, including several works of art that were rediscovered by the author and are published here for the first time, The Female Crucifix: Images of St. Wilgefortis Since the Middle Ages provides a new perspective on a very old phenomenon. The legendary bearded female St. Wilgefortis, also known by a variety of other names including “Kummernis” and “Uncumber,” was the object of fervent veneration in areas of Western and Central Europe for almost half a millennium. Beginning in the
fifteenth century, the legend of her dramatic transformation from a beautiful, privileged princess into a bearded, Christlike martyr on the cross inspired scores of paintings, sculptures, poems, prayers and shrines in her honour all across Europe. In spite of frequent opposition by the hierarchy of the Catholic Church, her cult of veneration at one point nearly rivaled that of the Virgin Mary in some parts of Europe. In this informative and groundbreaking new book, Professor Ilse E. Friesen examines the phenomenon of St. Wilgefortis
from an art historical perspective, tracing the origins of depictions of the saint from an early medieval Italian statue known as Volto Santo, or “holy face,” through the emergence of increasingly feminized crucifixes over the course of the subsequent centuries. In particular, Professor Friesen focuses on an analysis of paintings, sculptures and frescoes originating in the German-speaking regions of Bavaria and Tyrol, where the veneration of the saint attained its peak. With its emphasis on art as situated in the context of religion,
spirituality, mythology, popular literature and gender relations, this book will have wide appeal.
A team of 16 experts underline the binds and exchanges between different contexts and artistic techniques that copies established in the Renaissance, and how the history of taste is sophisticated and complex.
ldquo;While featuring brand new photography of recently restored paintings, TASCHEN covers Boschrsquo;s complete and compelling works from grotesque scenes of fantastical creatures and beyondhellip;rdquo; Renaissance radical An earthly delight not to be missed In the midst of the realist-leaning artistic climate of the Late Gothic and Early Renaissance, Netherlandish painter Hieronymus Bosch (c. 1450ndash;1516) was more than an anomaly. Boschrsquo;s paintings are populated with grotesque scenes of fantastical
creatures succumbing to all manner of human desire, fantasy, and angst. One of his greatest inventions was to take the figural and scenic representations known as drolleries, which use the monstrous and the grotesque to illustrate sin and evil, and to transfer them from the marginalia of illuminated manuscripts into large-format panel paintings. Alongside traditional hybrids of man and beast, such as centaurs, and mythological creatures such as unicorns, devils, dragons, and griffins, we also encounter countless mixed
creatures freely invented by the artist. Many subsidiary scenes illustrate proverbs and figures of speech in common use in Boschrsquo;s day. In his Temptation of St Anthony triptych, for example, the artist shows a messenger devil wearing ice skates, evoking the popular expression that the world was ldquo;skating on icerdquo;mdash;meaning it had gone astray. In his pictorial translation of proverbs, in particular, Bosch was very much an innovator. Boschmdash;whose real name was Jheronimus van Akenmdash;was widely
copied and imitated: the number of surviving works by Boschrsquo;s followers exceeds the masterrsquo;s own production by more than tenfold. Today only 20 paintings and eight drawings are confidently assigned to Boschrsquo;s oeuvre. He continues to be seen as a visionary, a portrayer of dreams and nightmares, and the painter par excellence of hell and its demons. Featuring brand new photography of recently restored paintings, this book covers the artistrsquo;s complete works. Discover Boschrsquo;s pictorial inventions
in splendid reproductions with copious details. Art historian and acknowledged Bosch expert Stefan Fischer examines just what it was about Bosch and his painting that proved so immensely influential.
Images of St. Wilgefortis Since the Middle Ages
Hieronymus Bosch, C. 1450-1516
Hieronymus Bosch. L'opera completa
L'opera completa di Bosch
Bosch. the Complete Works
Essays in the History of Art
Two Last Judgement Triptychs : Description and Exposition
Exhibition Noordbrabants Museum, 's-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands, 17 Sept.-15. Nov. 1967
The Female Crucifix
Bosch in Perspective
The World Bruegel
This book surveys engravings attributed to Bosch, and opens with original excerpts on prints after Bosch by Lafond, Passavant, Bartsch, von Wurtzbach, and Nagler, providing a useful glimpse of the scholarly Bosch reception in the 19th century and how research has evolved since then.
Hieronymus Bosch. L'opera completaL'opera completa di Bosch. The complete paintings of Bosch. Introduction by Gregory Martin. Notes and catalogue by Mia CinottiHieronymus Bosch, C. 1450-1516Between Heaven and HellTaschen
When Oskar Reinhart (1885-1965) bequeathed a significant part of his remarkable art collection - chiefly of French nineteenth-century painting but also containing a number of outstanding Old Masters - to the Swiss nation, he did so on condition that the works of art would never be loaned. As a consequence the many very important works in the collection have not been discussed in major exhibition catalogues and have not received the scholarly attention they deserve. This volume, with full entries on the entire collection of
207 works by 45 leading scholars in their field, both American and European, and superb plates carefully checked against the originals, sets out to rectify this state of affairs. Artists represented by several works in the collection that Reinhart made his monument include: Cezanne (11), Chardin (4), Corot (9), Courbet (10), Daumier (20), Delacroix (9), Gericault (2), Van Gogh (5), Maillol (8), Manet (4), Picasso (4), Pissarro (2), Renoir (15), Sisley (2). A well illustrated introduction explains the ideas and context behind Reinhart's
collecting and affords insights into his character.
Hieronymus Bosch
Bulletin
Essen und Trinken bei Jheronimus Bosch
National Union Catalog
Bibliographic Guide to Art and Architecture
Wein statt Wasser
Between Heaven and Hell
bellavitis
The Prints of Hieronymus Bosch
Versus
VS.
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